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Wonder Hero Craft Supplies

- Printable helmet on the next page or your favorite pair of sunglasses
- Old t-shirt or towel and clothes pin
- Balloon
- Curly ribbon, yarn or straw
- Power words (if your balloon is white, you can write them with a marker; otherwise, print out your favorite words and tape them to your balloon)
Wonder Hero Craft Instructions

**Step 1:** Cut out and decorate your helmet from the next page or put on your favorite pair of sunglasses. Optional: glue a straw to the side of the helmet to hold it up.

**Step 2:** Lay the t-shirt flat, cut the sides and arms off from the bottom to the collar (be careful not to cut the collar off!).

**Step 3:** Continue cutting around the collar so that you are left with your favorite side of the t-shirt attached for the cape.

**Step 4:** Slide your new cape over your head; if using a towel, use a clothes pin to secure it around your shoulders.

**Step 5:** Blow up your wonder balloon, attach your ribbon or straw on the bottom, and write or glue your power words on the balloon; ours are Adventurous, Playful, Fun and Imagination.

**Step 6:** You are a wonder, share your photo with us! Tag @hemisfair and #ParkItAtHome.